Estimating HIV incidence using dates of both HIV and AIDS diagnoses.
Knowledge of HIV incidence is important to formulate sensible strategies aimed at controlling the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Back-projection is one of the methods for reconstructing the HIV incidence curve from AIDS incidence data. However, because of the low risk of developing AIDS during the first few years after infection, precise estimates of HIV incidence for the recent past are unlikely if we use AIDS incidence data only. As a result there have been recent attempts to use, not only the date of AIDS diagnosis, but also to use the date of their first positive HIV test. The objective of this paper is to incorporate into back-projection the additional information provided by those individuals who have tested HIV positive but have not yet developed AIDS. This adds information on a very large number of other individuals, and provides the hope that the precision of back-projection is improved considerably. The date of a positive HIV test or an AIDS diagnosis of an individual, whichever comes first, is used in a generalized convolution equation for the purpose of back-projection. The method is illustrated by an application to Australian HIV and AIDS data. Study results show that dramatic improvement in precision is gained for estimates of HIV incidence in recent years when both HIV and AIDS diagnosis dates are used on all individuals.